
Hailing from Liverpool but permanently based in
Manchester, Faster Horses is an up and coming producer
pushing a unique fusion of ethereal, trance tinged techno.

Appearing seemingly out of nowhere with the first vinyl
release of Seikan among immensely respected artists

such as Repro, he quickly began his career with a slew of
releases and appearances around Europe, beginning with

his debut gig in Berlin for Ismus. 
 

His sound focuses around a unique contrast of driving
techno drums layered beneath peaceful dreamlike synths

and motifs, designed to put the listener in an energetic
trance. His DJ sets follow a similar vision but with a more

varied approach, meaning that Faster Horses has had the
capacity to play a wide range of parties, from trance

nights such as Space Trax to hard techno focused parties
such as Teletech. In his short career he has already ticked
off many ‘bucket list’ clubs, such as Rote Sonne, Fold, Ved

Siden Af and Anomalie.
 

 2023 is set to be an exciting year for the Horse, with EPs
planned on labels such as Euromantic, Space Trax and

Ismus, and many more appearances across Europe and
further afield. 

Book Faster Horses 

FASTER HORSES
Euromantic, Space Trax

Liverpool, UK

https://pointcollective.agency/artists/faster-horses/
https://pointcollective.agency/artists/faster-horses/


Food

Drinks

◇ Preferably something healthy

◇ No fast food

◇ No allergy restrictions 

◇ 3 x bottle of still water 

◇ 3 x fruity drinks or juices

◇ 3 x low alcohol beer 

◇ 1 x bottle of vodka 

◇ One (1) Allen & Heath Xone 92/96 mixer for the

own use of the Artist only. 

◇Three (3)  or four (4) Pioneer CDJ-2000nexus or

CDJ 3000, linked with LAN cable placed left and right

on the outer side of the setup.

◇One (1) movable input EU socketfor 220 volts (Type

F).

◇Two (2) high quality monitor speakers placed left

and right of the Artist at shoulder height or above.

◇The artist must be able to control the monitor level

from the DJ- mixer (monitors connected to the DJ-

mixer). 

◇ If at the event there aren't any monitor speakers, or

they are not working correctly, meaning they are

suffering from feedback / delay and/or distortions

and no replacement can be found, artist will NOT

preform. 

◇ Soundcheck will be required no later than two

hours before the beginning of the event. 

◇ Monitor power must be derived from a power

source other than that of the housesystem during

the performance.  

◇ Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist. The

artist prefers dim atmosphere with light on mixer

only.

F L I G H T S
◇  Luggage : 1 x personal item  

◇ Seating: Any

◇ Airline: Any

◇  Departure city: Manchester, UK

H O T E L
◇  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

◇ Airbnb: Yes 

◇ Bedroom: Superior double

room  

◇ Preference: Near venue or city

centre.

PROFILE

SET UP

TRAVEL 

GEAR

CHECKLIST

CATERING
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